into battle
cruises have not resulted in any decisive encounter. Still, the
power of*the British Fleet in the Eastern Mediterranean goes a
long way to restore the situation created by the collapse of France
and is a great guarantee to our friend and Ally, Turkey, of the
unweakening power of Great Britain on the seas. Therefore,
whether you look at the Home Front or at the Mediterranean
theatre, I do not think it can be denied that we are far better
off than anyone would have ventured to predict four or five
months ago.
But now a new call has suddenly been made upon us. The Italian
dictator, perhaps embarrassed by the somewhat florid flirtations
of M. Laval with the German conqueror, or perhaps playing his
part in some new predatory design, has, in his customary cold-
blooded way, fallen upon the small but famous and immortal Greek
nation. Without the slightest provocation, with no pretence at
parley, Signor Mussolini has invaded Greece, or tried to do so,
and his aircraft have murdered an increasing number of Greek
civilians, women and children, in Salonika and many other open
Greek towns. The Greek King, his Government and the Greek
people have resolved to fight for life and honour, and lest the world
should be too easily led in chains. France and Great Britain
guaranteed to come to the aid of Greece if she were the victim of
unprovoked aggression. It was a joint guarantee, and unhappily
the Vichy Government is at this moment engaged in " sincere and
loyal collaboration " with Herr Hitler in his schemes for establishing
a so-called new order in Europe. At any rate, the Vidhy Govern-
ment is no longer in a position to play its expected part in the task
it had accepted. We are, therefore, left alone.
We have most carefully abstained from any action likely to
draw upon the Gieeks the enmity of the criminal dictators. For
their part, the Greeks have maintained so strict a neutrality that
we were unacquainted with their dispositions or their intentions.
I have already been at some pains to set forth to the House the very
serious preoccupations which dominate us both at home and in the
Middle East. We face one gigantic army across the waters of
the Channel, we face another very powerful army, on the frontier of
the Libyan Desert, and I must, as I say, approach the new task with a
strong sense of the immense responsibilities which rest upon us both
at home and in Egypt, and of the very great and continual dangers
by which we are confronted. In the circumstances, there is only
one thing we can do. We will do our best. We have already
established a naval and air base in Crete which will enable us sensibly
to extend the activities and radius of the Navy and of the Air Force.
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